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CHAIR'S WELCOME
With increased activity across our programming, auspicing and venue services, it was a year of
growth and trial, ultimately leading to a place of refinement. Early in the year, the Board and staff
participated in a collective visioning workshop, held by Hodi Beauliv, which resulted in the
redefinition of Arts Mildura Vision, Mission and Values. Most notably, Arts Mildura now works
strategically towards its ultimate vision of ‘transforming the community through exceptional art
experiences’.
Within this short, pithy sentence is a plethora of deeper ideas that inform our practice: enabling work
that is transformative, connecting deeply with community and evolving beyond a transactional
relationship with art, to one of exceptional experiences.
Within the Board structure and membership there has been considerable change. We have had
some difficulties with securing the services of an ongoing Treasurer and this position remains to be
filled. We have nevertheless maintained a rigorous overview of our finances and this has been due in
no small part to the excellent work that our Director, Gareth Hart, has demonstrated, both in
overviewing expenditure but also in AM programming and community engagement.
I will leave it to their report to list all of our achievements but as a Board we are delighted to have
secured Gareth’s services and we are confident that over the next period we will transform AM’s
operations to better reflect our mission statement.
I wish to thank all of our Board members for the excellent work they have done in securing AM’s
future over the next few years; in particular I want to thank AM Secretary Marianne van Dijk for her
commitment to the task, her passion for all things AM and her efficiency and coherence as Secretary.
We currently face some significant issues, as most arts organizations all around the globe do, but the
transformative work both the Board and Gareth have committed to has brought AM from a position
of uncertainty as to its future to one of strength, confidence and optimism.
We look forward to the opportunities that the next period will bring to AM in its commitment to
present both Mildura and its regional communities with art experiences that both challenge and
fulfil.
A very special thanks to our ongoing supporters and patrons in Creative Victoria, Ross Lake, and the
Chalmers family, for their ongoing support throughout the whole year.
Domenico de Clario
Arts Mildura Chair

DIRECTOR'S REPORT
2019 was a big year for Arts Mildura.
On an operational level, we finished the year with tight fiscal management
procedures in place, resulting in a $15,168 profit for the organisation. In comparison
with our previous years, we accessed new and divergent funding streams, and have
continued to grown and develop our audience and artist communities through
strategic partnership with other community and art organisations. (See more detail
in our creative program report)
Across our program we bought many memorable creative moments to the Mallee.
From our poignant reflection on the Murray-Darling Crisis through Voice Of A River,
to our immersive exploration of salinity through SALTbody, to celebrating our
diversity through our World Music Festival, and to ended the year in solidarity and
support of our queer community through our Pride Party. In total, Arts Mildura
produced, supported and enabled almost 100 events throughout 2019. A big year
indeed.
On a personal note, this was my first year living in the Mallee, and steering the ship
that is Arts Mildura. This has been a significant year for me, and it has been so
insightful getting to know this community. My personal thanks go out to the Arts
Mildura board, and specifically Domenico de Clario as Chair, for the ongoing support,
guidance and vision of this organisation.
With 2020 now upon us, the current Arts Mildura strategic plan is coming to an end
this year. Whilst ‘strategic plan’ sounds like a very boring business term, it is in fact a
process of re-visioning and re-focusing an organisation. The last four years have
been dynamic and revolutionary for Arts Mildura, and it is with excitement that we
head into a new planning phase, to refine our long term plan for Arts Mildura.
I hope you will join us throughout 2020.
Gareth Hart
Executive Director

A YEAR IN FIGURES
2019 was a big year for Arts Mildura. Over the twelve months of the year we amped
up our gallery program, to now be one of the most exciting regionally engaged
exhibitions programs in Mildura, the Mildura Fringe Festival produced a suite of
exceptional festivals that reflected community interests, and our event calendar
was bursting at the seems.

299 Opportunities provided to creative practitioners
33 individual performances through our creative program
26 curated exhibitions through our creative program
18 workshops offered through our learning program
21 lectures/symposiums delivered through our engagement program
4 festivals produced
(total of 98 events produced through our programming for the community!)
62 Volunteers
3224 hours volunteered by the community
1.3 FTE staff members
80% of our audience are local to Mildura
9% of our audience are from Melbourne
11% of our audience are from interstate or overseas
4 artist studios activated throughout the year
9 community artists / leaders supported with subsidised studio space
1180 subscribers to our newsletter database
6414 social media followers
5900 website views
6000 patrons engaging in our creative program
6 pieces of programming dedicated to First Nations artists
7 pieces of programming dedicated to emerging artists
8 pieces of programming dedicated to CALD community artists
9 pieces of programming dedicated to LGBTQIA+ artists
11 pieces of programming dedicated to female identifying artists

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
2019 BOARD

2019 STAFF

Domenico de Clario - Chair
Tony Alessi - Deputy Chair
Marianne van Dijk - Secretary
Rachel White (from August 2019)- Treasurer
Di Mann-Povey
Loren Caulfield
Sonja Hodge
Ricky Mitchell (until May 2019)

Gareth Hart - Executive Director
Loughie Kemp - Admin assistant
Sarah Newall - Project support
Sue Chapman - Bookkeeper

2019 COMMITTEES
Mildura Writers Festival
Paul Kane (Artistic Director)
Stefano di Pieri (Chair)
Donata Carrazza (Festival Director)
Win Scott
Helen Healey
Judi Harris
Brenda Brodie
Jessica Cornish
Maree Jones

Gallery F
Ann Hayward
Jennifer Matthews
Eunice Wake
Win Moser
Mel Castleman
Val Robinson
Donna Williams
Kerryn Sylvia
Bob Jankowski
Jayne Bawden

From Italy With Love
Alison Macgregor
Stefano di Pieri
Meryl Hale
Cynthia Keenan

Mildura Contemporary
Practice
Domenico de Clario
Helen Vivian
Sonja Hodge

Mildura Fringe
Rachel Kendrigan
Morgan Daisy
Russel Lammitina
Bek Tankard

Walk Wentworth Sing
Anne Hederics
Catherine Threlfell

CREATIVE PROGRAM
MILDURA CONTEMPORARY PRACTICE
Our 2019 season saw a significant increase in activity to our program across Mildura
Contemporary Practice. We enabled dozens of exhibitions, workshops, projects and
studio artists throughout the year. The program created an essential arm of
contemporary art programming, and was a backbone of the Arts Mildura 2019
offering. Underpinned by our mission of enabling artistic opportunities for people,
communities and organisations in order to empower and drive social change, Two key
highlights include:

HIGHLIGHT EXHIBITIONS
VOICE OF A RIVER
We began the year by exploring one of the most important local issues, the MurrayDarling crisis. A major group exhibition with artwork contributed from around
Australia, in creative response to this local issue.
This project bought significant attention to the ongoing mismanagement of the
River systems, and created opportunity for our creative community to respond and
reflect on the state of things.
Featuring: Bonita Ely, Badger Bates, Filomena Coppola and 30+ more artists

SALTbody
We got salty and explored the relationships between salt, salinity, the body and
place with SALTbody – a new contemporary exhibition that commissioned six new
art works, and produced an accompanying live performance, workshop series and
curated salt-theme gallery dinner. This innovative exhibition featured artists of a
significant national profile, and sparked the creative imaginations of local
audiences.
Featuring Jill Orr, Mick Douglas, Vanessa White, Peter Fraser, Ania Reynolds, Michael
Havir, Lesley Dickman, Gretel Taylor, Laki Sideris, Robbie & Jackie Wirramunda, Mark
Grist

CREATIVE PROGRAM
2020 EXHIBITION LIST: MUSEUM OF INNOCENCE
The full 2019 exhibition program, held within the museum of innocence, consisted of:
Wes Walters - the art of the precursor (in the studio): Celebrating the creative life of artist Wes
Walters, whose work has a profound impact and legacy on Mildura's creative community. A 'sister'
exhibition to complement and extend the more formal exhibition at Mildura Arts Centre.
Voice of a River: A curated group exhibition exploring one of the most important social and
environmental stories of our region: the health and management of the Murray-Darling river
system. Featuring almost 50 works of art contributed from local and national artists.
Mapping Mildura: Our new Executive Director invites the community into the gallery, to capture,
hear and connect with the stories, people and places that are significant to this community.
Memories are transcribed directly onto the walls of our gallery, further embedded these stories in
the history of this place.
101: the beginning of infinity: International artist in residence Laura Cionci reflects on an
intimate and personal journey through health, place and practice. Inspired by recent travels into
Central Australia to connect with Indigenous Shamans, the artist attempts to rewrite her own
medical history through an exhibition.
Voice, Treaty Truth: In celebration of NAIDOC week 2019, Arts Mildura curated four local
indigenous artists, who reflected on the idea that truth is constructed, and our voices can speak
truth to power.
NOW: Our inaugural Small Works Prize exhibition received entries from all around Australia, with
artists responding to the provocation: what stories are so important they need to be told right now?
SALTbody: An exhibition exploring the relationship between salt, salinity, the body and place.
Featuring contemporary dance video, installation, photography, sculpture and live art. Public
program also included workshops, a community symposium, live performance and salt-themed
Gallery dinner.
Best of Bold: A partnership between Headspace Mildura, Mildura Living Magazine and Arts Mildura
- celebrating the best youth art created in 2019! Exhibition comprised original artworks reproduced
in BOLD magazine throughout 2019.
Facing Out: A contemporary portrait exhibition that celebrated the faces and people of Mildura's
LGBTQIA+ community. A partnership between Arts Mildura and Many Coloured Sky.

CREATIVE PROGRAM
EXHIBITION LIST: GALLERY F
Gallery F is a volunteer run initiative, as part of the Arts Mildura visual art program.
Gallery F seeks to support local artists and crafts people in their creative journey.
They aim to develop opportunities for building artists skills and knowledge through
exhibition opportunities, workshops and professional development. The space is
welcoming of artists in all stages of their careers.
In 2019 Gallery F presented 14 exhibitions, supporting over 40 local artists, many
through their first exhibition experiences.

Nature Boy // Paul Oswin
Mind Splatter // Loughie Kemp & Jake Pearce
Darling River Country // Jade Millard
Once Upon A Borderline // Brooke Hamence
30 // Gallery F Group Exhibition
Un-Re-Framed // Sarah Newall, Loughie Kemp, Gareth Hart
A photography exhibition // Anthony Fox
Munta (Sacred) // Sian Harris
Conversations with my non-existent self // Mel Castleman
Clues and traces // Win Moser
Abstractions in nature // Eunice Wake & Jen Matthews
Big Failure / Show your work // Josh Taylor
Emergence // La Trobe & Sunraysia Tafe Students exhibition
New Works 2019 // Corey Nott

CREATIVE PROGRAM
MILDURA FRINGE
The Mildura Fringe festival produced three lively and diverse events throughout the
year, with an ongoing commitment to its visions to:
Uncover local hidden gems and showcase their talent
Reclaim our urban spaces
Celebrate our diversity and be inclusive
Take risks and push the boundaries of how the Mildura community sees itself
Throughout the three events, the 2019 Mildura Fringe program:
Supported 62 individual artists
Gathered over 750 audience members
Offered paid employment to 27 production, management and crew personnel
Was delivered by the support of 62 volunteers, contributing 650 hours of work
The three events comprised:

Autumn World Music Festival
In celebration and recognition of Mildura’s diverse communities, Fringe bought
together a music, performance and participation festival that worked directly to
creating greater social inclusion cultural awareness. Held at the D’vine shed,
Irymple, the festival programmed:
- Three music acts perform on stage: BASHKA (Turkey), Kekoson (Cuba) and Ajak
Kwai (Sudan)
- Five Mildura based community groups to perform cultural arts or performance
from their communities: Tristate Wontoks (Solomon Islands), Pascale Tarentella
(Italy), Baarkindji youth dance group (Australia), Sunraysia Mugisha Dancers
(Burundi), Drumming Circle by Sunraysia Arts & Learning (Australia),
- And further provided five participatory / cultural offerings to the community:
Henna hand painting (Afghanistan), Live Mural Painting by Cultivator (NZ),
Weaving workshop with Aunty Clair Bates (Indigenous Australian).

CREATIVE PROGRAM
Winter Eco-Fest
We bought light to the darkness of winter, and produced a fully sustainable, off
grid, conscious and eco-friendly event. The event bought together many pockets
of the community (children, artists, environmentalists, farmers and festival goers),
and demonstrated how a festival can be a social and environmentally conscious
event.
The program consisted of:
- Intergenerational lantern parade
- Pedal Powered outdoor cinema, screening films Chasing Coral and Accelerate
- Off grid music stage featuring live performances by Leah Senior, Mon Coeur,
Michaela Alexander, Rory Walker & Domenico de Clario
- Participatory workshops & discussions on regenerative farming, wicking beds
and more
- Live (pedal powered) projection wall, with audience-generated visuals
The festival was delivered in partnership with:
Mulberry Tree Playgroup / Sunraysia Sustainability Network / 350 Mallee /
Food Next Door / Christie Centre / With One Voice Choir
Summer Thrills
Laneway music & art festival, in support and celebration of our LGBTQIA+
community.
The festival was delivered in partnership with Three For All foundation (international
LGBTQIA+ advocacy organisation) and the recently formed Mallee Pride group.
Tschirpig Lane was transformed into a thriving, active festival site, and featured live
music stage, theatre & dance performances, a film screening, face painting,
information stalls and more.
Programmed as part of the festival were:
- Our drag queen MC’s Bae Lamour & Gia Graphic
- Musicians Diimpa, Pixy Styx, LOUGHIE, Synthotronica, MemphisLK, DJ Astral Rehab
Live performances by La Nonna, Style Collaborative
- Film ‘We’re All In This Together’ by Logan Mucha from the Melbourne Queer Film
Festival
- Drag face painting
- information and health stall from Thorn Harbour Health & Sunraysia Community
Health

PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS
INTRODUCTION
Every Year, Arts Mildura partners with, produces and enables some of the regions most wellloved and highly-anticipated events. We work closely with autonomous committees,
providing a range of support to each project including project management, administration,
marketing, auspicing and financial management. We are consistently inspired by the creative
leadership and tenacity of this community. We are thrilled to continue our partnership with
these important events throughout 2019.

WALK WENTWORTH SING
Walk Wentworth Sing is a flagship community event for Arts Mildura, growing in participation and
community relevance since its inception in 2014. The project brings existing and emergent
instrumentalists and choirs together in a series of free, mentored, community and school
workshops. For one weekend in May, these choirs run an ‘open studio’ rehearsal program, where
community can experience choirs in rehearsal, and culminating in an evening of choral and
instrumental performances at the Wentworth Town Hall.
In 2019 we saw the inclusion of 230 local school children from 6 schools, accessing workshops,
and around 50 children performing in the event. There were over 200 singers and musicians
performing in the concert, 3 community workshops accessed by 140 community singers and
musicians, and audiences of around 600 throughout the concert.

Participating Choirs and Instrumental Groups
Sunraysia Drum Circle
Merrilyn Air
Gol Gol Community Band
Stray Notes
Sunny Street Singers
Burundian Singers
Sunraysia Community Choir
Students from 5 local schools

PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS
MILDURA WRITERS FESTIVAL
Established in 1994, the Mildura Writers Festival presents three days of words,
food and wine featuring Australian and international writers. Essentially for
writers and readers, with an emphasis on place and conviviality, it is considered
to be one of the finest literary events in the country.
Mildura presented its 24th Writers Festival in July 2019 and once again raised the
bar, building on its outstanding reputation as one of the finest literary Festivals in
the country. With sell-out events, renowned authors, a US Consulate sponsored
guest and fabulous food by renowned chef Maggie Beer and the Stefano’s team,
audiences become enthusiastic ambassadors for this convivial, intimate, literary
experience. The festival continues to honour fine writing with awards and
initiatives.
Philip Hodgins Memorial Medal
Acknowledging an Australian author who best reflects the high standards and
distinguished literary accomplishments of poet Philip Hodgins. Helen Garner
became the 23rd winner of the award taking home a beautifully crafted medal and
$5000 prize money.
US Consulate General, Melbourne supported author
Presented in collaboration with the US Consulate General, Melbourne, the Festival
plays hosts to exceptional American author. This year, Amitava Kumar provided
unique and valuable insights into US culture, showcasing the outstanding and rich
cultural diversity of US literature.
Writers In Action
A collaboration with La Trobe University offering students the opportunity to
network with experienced authors and industry professionals, through exclusive
writing seminars and workshops, and invitations to VIP festival sessions. In 2019, 20
students from the Bundoora, Bendigo and Mildura campuses attended the festival.
Tina Kane Emergent Writers Award
Honoring Tina Kane, who had been for twenty years ‘a presence to rely on,
engaging with writers, locals and visitors, making them feel welcome in the space
she creates around herself, which is one of curiosity, intimacy and genuine good
will’. The recipient receives a $3000 cash prize sponsored by AESOP. In 2019 this
was awarded to Indigenous poet and author Ellen Van Neerven.

PARTNERSHIP PROJECTS
FROM ITALY WITH LOVE
Across summer 2019, From Italy With Love (now the Murray River Music Festival) presented
four exceptional concerts around the Mildura region. The program featured Australian and
International artists.
The full program comprised:
Romance // Gianfranco Bortolato (oboe), and Anthony Halliday (piano)
Exquisite romantic repertoire by Ravel, Poulenc and Saint Saens, performed by one of
Europe’s most acclaimed oboists with Australian pianist Anthony Halliday.
Bach, Chopin and Morricone // Sergio di Pieri (piano)
Sergio de Pieri is most well known as an organist performing, teaching and recording in
Australia and internationally. He recently began a new career as a pianist, and
performed a program of Bach, Chopin and Morricone.
Il Diavolo // Davide Monti (violin)
Italian violinist Davide Monti performed works from an era when composers’ sketches
often demanded and expected the brilliant, devilish improvisatory skills of a master
violinist.
Canto Latino - from the Spanish speaking world // Stefania Bellamio (soprano)
& Massimo Scattolin (classical guitar)
An intimate concert and meal, at Stefano’s Café, 27 Deakin Ave, Mildura. Featured well
loved classical guitarist Massimo Scattolin performing in duet with the impressive
Soprano voice of Stefania Bellamio

BUILDING
Throughout 2019, we continued to operate as a community hub for arts,
creativity and place-based practice. Our premises at 31-33 Deakin Avenue,
Mildura is generously provided in-kind by our patrons Ross Lake and Vikki Lake.
Within the building, Arts Mildura operates the museum of innocence
(contemporary art and performance gallery), as well as supporting Gallery F to
curate and manage two community galleries. Further, we see the
transformation of six small spaces into creative studios and incubators.
Throughout the year, we continued to offer subsidised access to flexible studio
space to local artists, creative working spaces for community projects or
organisations, and even temporary offices when local members of parliament
are in need of space due to renovations!

Via short,-term, long-term and project based activation of the building,
we were thrilled to support the follow artists and community leaders, and
welcome them into the Arts Mildura building family:
Loughie Kemp
Win Moser
SianLee Harris
Food Next Door
Alison Macgregor
Ali Cupper & team
Cultivator
Tina Coxall
Kaneesha Petersen

MAREKTING
Our marketing campaign and reach continue to grow, as we connect with new
communities, new artists and new audiences.
Highlights of our 2019 marketing campaign include:
- Development of a new & evolving visual identity, working with designer Hineani Roberts
- Redesign of our bi-monthly e-news
- Increased social media reach across Facebook, Instagram and Twitter
- Growth of our e-news subscriber base
- Design of our first ever ‘season brochure’ - a printed program of all Arts Mildura activity
across a six month period
- Increased local media attention with dozens of print and audio stories hitting our local
papers and radio stations
- Continual improvement, editing and administration of our website by Di Mann-Povey

The marketing figures:
- 1180 subscribers to our enews database
- Average ‘open rate’ of 26.55% to our monthly enews
- Facebook Followers: 4096 total across all profiles
- Instagram followers: 2716 total across all profiles

In 2019, we were thrilled to be considered for two
significant regional awards:
Shortlisted: 2019 Sustainable Communities Award
(Keep Victoria Beautiful Sustainable Communities Awards)
Nominated: 2019 Victorian Regional Achievement and
Community Awards

IMPACT
Arts Mildura continues to play a vital role within the broader Mallee community, being the
most active and dynamic community arts organisation within the region.
Our creative program spans visual art, performance, music and cultural development, and
with a remit to 'transform our community', it is important to reflect upon our social and
cultural impact.
Through a rigorous evaluation of our ongoing program, Arts Mildura has been able to
gather the following data from audiences across our festival program:
Audience responses to our World Music Festival
It gave me greater respect for different people and cultures
Response 8.9/10
It provides an important addition to the cultural life of the area
Response: 9.4/10
Audience responses to our Mildura Fringe ECOfest
It made me feel welcome and included
Response 8.7/10
It provides an important addition to the cultural life of the area
Response: 8.6/10
Audience responses to our World Music Festival
It helped me feel part of the community
Response 9.3/10
It provides an important addition to the cultural life of the area
Response: 9.5/10
The artists we work with had similar things to say.
SALTbody was an incredibly enriching and unique project to be a part of. I
found the exhibition very high quality and finely wrought....my experience
was quite a transformative one
Justine Walsh
This is a unique experience There is nothing more rewarding and the greatest
sign of a great success than the creation of new opportunities from the work I
do and artistic practice. Many thanks to Arts Mildura
Vanessa White

SUPPORTERS
In 2019, we received a range of government, private sector and community support to realise
and deliver our ambitious program. We literally could not achieve all that we do, without the
support of these wonderful organisations and people. Our sincere thanks to one and all.
A huge thank you goes out to our funders, sponsors and financial supporters:

Creative Victoria
TASCO Inland
Mildura Rural City Council
Mildura City Heart
BayWa R.E.
Regional Arts Victoria
Creative Partnerships Australia
Simon & Dion Abrahams
AESOP
U.S. Consulate
Department Premier and Cabinet
Mildura District Aboriginal Services
Devillees Air Conditioning
Victorian Multicultural Commission
GTS Freight
Duxton Vineyards

Premier Art Supplies
La Trobe University
Premier Art Supplies Mildura
Mildura City Heart
John Mills & Suzanne Crowe
Barb Bunting
Nicolas Brasch
Lisa Gorton
Bernadette Edmanson
Sandy & Dion Abrahams
Bruno & Anne Moras
Keith & Jan Richards
Margaret Wilson
Win Scott
Don Carrazza
Frank & Robyn Hofmann
St Joseph's College

And of course invaluable and significant in-kind support from:
TASCO Inland
Chalmers Wine
The Art Vault
Lake Tyrell Salt Company
Sunraysia Sustainability Network
Food Next Door
Mulberry Tree Playgroup
350 Mallee
Tschirpig Lane Traders
Stefano's Cafe & Restaurant
Mallee Pride

Park Douglas Printing
GAF hire
Vanessa White
SMECC
ABC Mildura Swan Hill
Sunraysia Daily
Mildura Weekly
National Australia Bank
Sunraysia Daily
Sunnyland Press
Prime
Mildura Club

Australian Garlic Producers
Australian Vintage
Vittoria Coffee
Gary Davis Illustration & Design
Admedia
Mildura Equipment and Party Hire
One Stop Wholesaler
Writers Victoria
Quality Hotel Mildura Grand
Mildura Rowers Club
Collins Booksellers

A YEAR IN IMAGES

LEE BETHEL, WIN MOSER,
FELICITY GORDON, JOHN DERRICK
MICHELE FOUNTAIN
SMALL WORKS PRIZE

PETER FRASER, SALTBODY

WALK, WENTWORTH SING

MILDURA FRINGE, SUMMER THRILLS
Image: Russell Murphy

LAURA CIONCI, 101: THE BEGINNING OF INFINITY

MILDURA FRINGE WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL

STEFANO DI PIERI & MAGGIE BEER,
MILDURA WRITERS FESTIVAL

AUNTY CLAIR BATES,
MILDURA FRINGE WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL

MARIANNE VAN DIJK & DI MANN-POVEY,
SALTBODY DINNER

MUSEUM OF INNOCENCE

MILDURA WRITERS FESTIVAL

DONNA WILLIAMS, GALLERY F

PASCALE TARENTELLA
LAURA CIONCI, 1011: THE BEGINNING OF INFINITY
MILDURA FRINGE WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL
Image: Jake Pearce

AUNTY CHARLIE DAVIS, NAIDOC WEEK 2019

VANESSA WHITE, SALTBODY

SIANLEE HARRIS
POSTCARDS TO HER

KERRYN FINCH, TANGIBLE MEMORIES

STACY BYERS, FACING OUT
Image: Kate Baker

SALTBODY GALLERY DINNER

SARAH NEWELL

MILDURA FRINGE ECOFEST

MILDURA FRINGE SUMMER THRILLS
Image: Russell Murphy

CLARE JAMES, SMALL WORKS PRIZE

LAURA CIONCI, 101: THE BEGINNING OF INFINITY

MUSEUM OF INNOCENCE

LOUGHIE, MIILDURA FRINGE SUMMER THRILLS
Image: Russell Murphy

SIANLEE HARRIS, MUNTA

PASCALE TARENTELLA
MILDURA FRINGE WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL
Image: Jake Pearce

SALTBODY WORKSHOP

RITA ATTWOOD, VOICE OF A RIVER

MILDURA FRINGE SUMMER THRILLS
Image: Russell Murphy

ANIA REYNOLDS, MILDURA FRINGE SUMMER THRILLS
Image: Russell Murphy

DAVID MARR, MILDURA WRITERS FESTIVAL

VOICE OF A RIVER EXHIBITION OPENING

MUSEUM OF INNOCENCE

MAPPING M ILDURA

AJAK KWAI
MILDURA FRINGE WORLD MUSIC FESTIVAL
Image: Jake Pearce

MEL CASTLEMAN, ,
CONVERSATIONS WITH MY NON-EXISTENT SELF

MILDURA WRITERS FESTIVAL

FINANCES

Arts Mildura acknowledges the first people of the MillewaMallee as the traditional custodians of the lands on which
we work and operate. We pay our respects to elders from
this community, and offer our thanks for ongoing care and
custrodianship of these lands and waters.
Their sovereignty has never been ceded.
Alwasy was, always will be, Aboriginal land.

